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Caenorhabditis elegans has two histone H3 Lys9 methyltransferases, MET-2 (SETDB1 homolog) and SET-25 (G9a/
SUV39H1 related). In worms, we found simple repeat sequences primarilymarked byH3K9me2, while transposable
elements and silent tissue-specific genes bear H3K9me3. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) in histone methyltransferase
(HMT) mutants shows that MET-2-mediated H3K9me2 is necessary for satellite repeat repression, while SET-25
silences a subset of transposable elements and tissue-specific genes through H3K9me3. A genome-wide synthetic
lethality screen showed that RNA processing, nuclear RNA degradation, the BRCA1/BARD1 complex, and factors
mediating replication stress survival are necessary for germline viability in worms lacking MET-2 but not SET-25.
Unlike set-25 mutants, met-2-null worms accumulated satellite repeat transcripts, which form RNA:DNA hybrids
on repetitive sequences, additively with the loss of BRCA1 or BARD1. BRCA1/BARD1-mediated H2A ubiquiti-
nation andMET-2 depositedH3K9me2 on satellite repeats are partially interdependent, suggesting both that the loss
of silencing generates BRCA-recruiting DNA damage and that BRCA1 recruitment by damage helps silence repeats.
The artificial induction of MSAT1 transcripts can itself trigger damage-induced germline lethality in a wild-type
background, arguing that the synthetic sterility upon BRCA1/BARD1 and H3K9me2 loss is directly linked to the
DNA damage provoked by unscheduled satellite repeat transcription.
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Themost broadly conserved hallmark of constitutive het-
erochromatin is the methylation of lysine 9 within his-
tone H3 (H3K9me) (Saksouk et al. 2015). In humans, at
least eight histone methyltransferases (HMTs) are known
to contribute to H3K9methylation (Mozzetta et al. 2015),
rendering it difficult to eliminate genetically all H3K9
methylation in mammals. In contrast, H3K9me is depos-
ited by only two HMTs in Caenorhabditis elegans: MET-
2, a homolog of the mammalian ESET/SETDB1, and SET-
25, bearing a catalytic domain similar to SUV39H1 and
G9a (Towbin et al. 2012). In vivo,MET-2 can only catalyze
H3K9me1 andH3K9me2, while SET-25 canmediateme1,
me2, and me3 in somatic cells from embryonic stages to
adults (Towbin et al. 2012). Surprisingly, C. elegans em-
bryos carrying the double met-2 set-25 mutation develop

to adulthood, even though the levels of H3K9methylation
are undetectable (Towbin et al. 2012; Garrigues et al.
2015; Zeller et al. 2016). While this rules out an essential
role for H3K9 methylation in somatic tissue differentia-
tion, the met-2 set-25 mutant nonetheless shows germ-
line lethality and stochastic delays in development. This
is accompanied by elevated levels of transcripts from
transposable elements, satellite sequences, and simple re-
peats, as well as inappropriately expressed pseudogenes
and tissue-specific mRNAs (Zeller et al. 2016).

All phenotypes linked to the loss of H3K9me, including
the level of repeat transcription, were aggravated by
growth at 25°C, as opposed to temperatures at or below
20°C. In the mutant embryos, there is a widespread accu-
mulation of RNA:DNAhybrids (R loops), which increases
at 25°C, and mutant worms accumulate genomic inser-
tions and deletions (indels) in transcribed repeats (Zeller
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et al. 2016). Increased levels of indels occur in both
somatic and germline tissues (Zeller et al. 2016). The abla-
tion of C. elegans H3K9me ligands, LIN-61, HPL-2 or its
cofactor LIN-13, also generated DNA damage-dependent
germline sterility to varying degrees (McMurchy et al.
2017).
The importance of H3K9 methylation for organismal

survival is even more pronounced in vertebrates than in
nematodes, in part due to the role of H3K9me in verte-
brate centromere function. Rodents that lack the HMTs,
SETDB1, SUV39 isoforms, or G9a andGLP (EHMT2/1, re-
spectively), show chromosome missegregation and either
impaired early development or complete embryonic le-
thality (Peters et al. 2001; Tachibana et al. 2002; Dodge
et al. 2004). Several reports have detected elevated levels
of RNA from LINE elements and from major satellite re-
peats upon loss of H3K9 HMTs (Dodge et al. 2004; Matsui
et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2010; Shinkai and Tachibana 2011;
Pinheiro et al. 2012; Saksouk et al. 2015). Moreover, peri-
centromeric satellite repeat transcripts correlate with
degenerative or pathological cell states, including a broad
spectrum of mouse and human epithelial tumors (Alexia-
dis et al. 2007; Eymery et al. 2009; Ting et al. 2011). Elevat-
ed levels of satellite transcripts are detected in brca1-
deficient tumors, as well as in normalmouse neuronal tis-
sues depleted for BRCA1 (Zhu et al. 2011, 2018 ). Recent
work confirms that G9a inhibition can generate more ag-
gressive skin and lung tumors (Avgustinova et al. 2018;
Rowbotham et al. 2018).
Nematode genomes carry all the typical types of repeat

sequences found in mammals except long arrays of peri-
centric satellite repeats due to their holocentric nature
(for review, see Padeken et al. 2015). Nonetheless, about
3% of the worm genome is composed of simple repeats
(mini- and microsatellite sequences), which are dispersed
along the distal chromosome arms. The limited length of
most repeats (<500 base pairs [bp]) allows them to be
mappedby standard deep sequencing,which in turnhas al-
lowedanaccuratemappingof thehistonemarkson repeats
(chromatin immunoprecipitation [ChIP] combined with
high-throughput sequencing [ChIP-seq]) and of RNA tran-
scripts arising from repeats (RNA sequencing [RNA-seq])
(Zeller et al. 2016).Here,we analyze the derepression of re-
peat sequences in C. elegans embryos deficient for one or
the other H3K9HMT.We found thatMET-2 (SETDB1 ho-
molog) is uniquely essential for the repression of satellite
sequences. SET-25, in contrast, represses a subset of
DNA and RNA transposons, pseudogenes, and tissue-spe-
cific promoters, some in amanner redundantwithMET-2.
Alongwith the repeat derepression detected inmet-2-defi-
cientworms,wedetect an accumulationofR loops on sim-
ple repeats and a temperature-enhanced loss of fertility.
Worms lacking SET-25 do not have these phenotypes.
The viability of themet-2 set-25 doublemutants at 20°C

allowed us to perform a genome-wide RNAi screen for fac-
tors whose loss leads to synthetic germline lethality spe-
cifically in worms lacking H3K9 methylation. All RNAi
hits thatwere synthetic-sterile in themet-2 set-25mutant
were also lethal in combination withmet-2 alone, but not
with set-25. Intriguingly, many of the genes that are syn-

thetic-lethal withmet-2mutation are implicated in path-
ways that suppress RNA:DNA hybrid-induced genome
instability (Huertas and Aguilera 2003; Gómez-González
et al. 2009; Gan et al. 2011; Santos-Pereira and Aguilera
2015; Hamperl andCimprich 2016). Here, we characterize
the synergistic effects provoked by the loss of MET-2 to-
gether with the BRCA1 homolog, Ce BRC-1, and interact-
ing factors. All lead to the spurious transcription of simple
repeats, R-loop accumulation, DNA damage foci, and
germline sterility. BRCA1/BARD1-deposited H2AK127/
K129ub (Kalb et al. 2014) coincides with and appears to
contribute to H3K9me2-mediated repeat repression.
Thus, BRCA1/BARD1 are not only essential for germline
integrity upon loss of the H3K9 dimethyltransferase,
MET-2, but they also contribute to the silencing of repeti-
tive DNA.

Results

The loss of H3K9 methylation renders C. elegans
dependent on factors involved in RNA processing
and replication fork stability

InC. elegansmutants that lack bothH3K9HMTs, 88% of
the embryos reach adulthood under standard laboratory
conditions despite a high degree of genomic instability
that manifests as insertions and deletions in repetitive se-
quences (Zeller et al. 2016). Although the double mutant
shows stochastic delays in development and undergoes
germline apoptosis at 25°C, the mutant population sur-
viveswhencultivated at or below20°C. In order to identify
the pathways that allow survival in the absence of
H3K9me, we performed a synthetic lethality screen in
the met-2 set-25 background at 20°C using a genome-
wide RNAi library (Kamath et al. 2003). We retested all
RNAi clones that significantly decreased the number of
F1 progeny in the double mutant (greater than twofold)
and eliminated those that also reduced fertility in a wild-
type background (Fig. 1A,B). This resulted in 109 different
geneswhose loss impaired reproduction uniquely inmet-2
set-25worms in all four replicas (Supplemental Table S1).
None of theRNAihitswas itself transcriptionally induced
by the loss of H3K9me (data not shown).
We analyzed the linkage of the hits based on available

genetic and physical interaction data from multiple spe-
cies (C. elegans gene names listed in Supplemental Table
S1) in order to shed light on mechanisms involved. The
genes fell into five functional classes grouped by either ge-
netic or physical interaction of the gene products. These
are plotted using the human homolog nomenclature and
the tool visJS2jupyter (Fig. 1C; Rosenthal et al. 2018).
Three of the classes include factors that are known to reg-
ulate nuclear RNA levels—that is, the exosome,RNApro-
cessing and/or export factors, and components of the basic
transcription machinery (e.g., TAF3, TAF6, Mediator sub-
units). Collectively, these hits suggest that impaired pro-
cessing or degradation of nuclear RNA, or altered control
over RNA Pol II transcription, compromises survival in
the absence of H3K9 methylation. A further class is la-
beled Replication Fork stability, as these repair and
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checkpoint factors all contribute to the survival of replica-
tion stress and its associatedDNAdamage (Fig. 1C). These
include the ATR kinase, RAD51, and factors that interact
with BRCA1 and BRCA2.

While many of these replication fork stability factors
have additional roles, all have been identified as either in-
teractingwith factors that contribute to recovery fromrep-
lication stress or else function directly to resolve aberrant

A

B

C

E

D

Figure 1. Synthetic sterility arises inmet-2-deficientwormsupon loss of RNA-processing/degradation andDNAdamage response genes.
(A) Synthetic lethality screen scheme: L1 larvae of wild-type andmutant strainswere fedwithRNAi-expressing bacteria at 20°C, and both
adult viability and number of number of F1 progenywere assessed after 4 d. (B) Representative pictures of worms of indicated genotypes on
day 4 after empty vector (L4440Δ) control or prmt-1 (a positive hit) RNAi. (C ) Human homologs of RNAi-positive hits mapped onto
STRING interactome (Szklarczyk et al. 2014) to illustrate general functions (color-coded) and genetic and physical interaction. Icon
size reflects brood size reduction (from >2× to >10×). We include factors in the DNA replication and repair category that were tested sec-
ondarily: BRCA1, BARD1, RAD51, ATR. Visualization used visJS2jupyter (Rosenthal et al. 2018). (D) Synthetic sterility demonstrated for
met-2 set-25mutants and depletion of the indicated genes by RNAi after one generation at 25°C.N =3; n= 25 for each condition. Box plots
showmedian, boxes show50%, andwhiskers show90%of all data points. (E) All 109RNAi hits thatwere synthetic-sterilewithmet-2 set-
25mutantswere tested on twomet-2 singlemutants (n4256 shown; ok2307 same result, not shown) and the set-25 (n5021)mutant.Num-
ber of hits and strength of synergistic effect are plotted. N=3.
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structures that arise when the replication fork encounters
unprocessed RNA:DNA hybrids (Table 1; Huertas and
Aguilera 2003; Gómez-González et al. 2009; Gan et al.
2011; Santos-Pereira and Aguilera 2015; Hamperl and
Cimprich 2016). The survival of replication-transcription
interference (RTI) was shown to require the SWI/SNF
chromatin remodelers SMARCAL1, ZRANB3, and HTLF
(Taglialatela et al. 2017), thehistone argininemethyltrans-
ferase, PRMT-1 (Yang et al. 2014), ATRkinase (Zeman and
Cimprich 2014), and topoisomerase II (El Hage et al. 2010),
along with the exosome (Pefanis et al. 2015), all of which
were positive hits in our screen. Two uncharacterized
hits, K07F5.14 and ZK1127.4, were earlier isolated as in-
teraction partners of BRC-1, theC. elegans BRCA1 homo-
log (Liu et al. 2001; Li et al. 2004), or BRC-2/BRCA2,
respectively (Polanowska et al. 2006; Bhatia et al. 2014).
BRCA1 and BRCA2 also are thought to contribute to repli-
cation fork stability in mammals (Schlacher et al. 2012;
Hatchi et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017; Billing et al. 2018;
Przetocka et al. 2018). Finally, we recovered a class of fac-
tors that controls mitochondrial translation and/or oxida-
tive phosphorylation. At present, it is unclear how
mitochondrial misfunction relates to the other functional
groups.
Given recent evidence that implicates BRCA1 in the

survival of stalled or collapsed replication forks and the
preponderance of hits involved either in elimination of
RNA:DNA hybrids or in recovery from RTI, we hypothe-
sized that the germline synthetic lethality we scored
might stem from the derepression of repetitive DNA and
R-loop formation (Zeller et al. 2016). Because a putative li-
gand of BRCA1, K07F5.14 (Li et al. 2004), was recovered in
the screen, we used validated RNAi constructs to down-
regulate brc-1, brd-1 (the C. elegans homolog of BARD1)
(Boultonet al. 2004;Polanowskaet al. 2006) , rad-51 (mam-
malian RAD51), and the cohesin subunit smc-3 (Terret
et al. 2009), all of which are thought to work with
BRCA1 in double-strand break (DSB) repair (Panier and
Boulton 2014) and during replication fork arrest. In
agreement with our hypothesis, all of these factors were
synthetic-sterile in combination withmet-2 set-25 muta-
tions but not in wild-type worms (Fig. 1D; Supplemental
Table S1). In contrast, RNAi against factors that uniquely
abolish DSB repair by nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ)

—i.e., cKU-80 and LIG-4—were not synthetic-lethal with
the loss of H3K9me (Fig. 1D). Moreover, depletion of the
C. elegans BRCA2 homolog (brc-2) did not show a clear
synergistic sterility (Supplemental Fig. S1C). The sensitiv-
ity to replication fork recovery factors is consistent with
previous data showing that H3K9me-deficient worms are
hypersensitive to hydroxyurea (HU), which stalls replica-
tion forks by dNTP depletion, but not to γ-irradiation,
which generates single- and double-strand breaks (Zeller
et al. 2016).
In order to assess the relative importance of the two in-

dividual HMTs in this synthetic-sterile screen, we treated
met-2 or set-25 single mutants with RNAi against all 109
confirmed hits arising from the met-2 set-25 double mu-
tant screen at 20°C. Surprisingly, we found that all
RNAi clones that led to sterility with the met-2 set-25
double mutant were synthetic-sterile in combination
with the met-2 single mutant, while none was syntheti-
cally lethal with set-25 (Fig. 1B,E).

Loss of met-2 results in reduced fertility and delayed
development

The fact that themet-2mutant recapitulates the synthet-
ic lethality of the met-2 set-25 double mutant, while set-
25 does not, led us to examine the germline and develop-
mental defects of the single mutants. We found that the
met-2 single mutant, like the double mutant, has slightly
impaired fertility at 20°C and becomes nearly sterile at
25°C (Fig. 2A). In contrast, set-25 worms had wild-type
brood size (Fig. 2A). The timing of somatic development
of synchronized larvae bearing the single mutations over
one complete generation (3 d) showed that 87% of the
met-2 larvae had stochastic delays in development at
20°C, while both wild-type and set-25 L1 stage larvae de-
veloped highly synchronously without delay (Fig. 2B). All
defects associated with themet-2mutation were accentu-
ated at 25°C.
Given this subtle impact on development, we tested the

strongest 54 hits from the screen to identify the stage of
development at which the RNAi clones blocked the
growth of themutant worms (Supplemental Fig. S1B; Sup-
plemental Table S2). Under the conditions used in the
original screen, the vast majority of the RNAi clones
(70%) led to arrested germ cell development, reducing
both the number of oocytes produced and the number of
embryos hatched in the double mutant (Supplemental
Fig. S1B). The fact that somatic development from embry-
onic stages to adulthood was not blocked (Fig. 2B) argues
that the synthetic lethality arising fromRNAi against fac-
tors involved in nuclear RNA processing and degradation,
and replication fork survival of R loops, likely reflects the
loss of C. elegans germline integrity, rather than a failure
to form differentiated tissues.

Replication-associated damage foci accumulate
in met-2 embryos

In support of RTI-induced damage as the source of sterili-
ty, we examined whether the loss of met-2 led to delayed

Table 1. Synthetic-sterile hits involved in RNA:DNA hybrid
prevention

Gene name Function/complex

top-2 Topoisomerase 2
exos-3

EXOsome component
exos-7
prmt-1 Arginine methyltransferase
mdt-17

Mediator component
mdt-9
K07F5.14 BRCA-1-interacting protein
ZK1127.4 BRCA-2-interacting protein
swsn-7

SWI/SNF nucleosome remodelersnfc-5
swsn-3
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progression through S phase and/or the appearance of re-
pair foci, which we score by RPA-1::YFP fluorescence.
We found a significant increase in RPA-1 foci in met-2
mutant embryos (median approximately fourfold over
wild type) and a lower increase in the set-25mutants (me-
dian approximately twofold over wild type) (Fig. 2C). To
seewhether this reflects a perturbation of S phase progres-
sion, we scored the number of PCNA (GFP::PCN-1) foci in
the same embryos, which marks replication factories. We
found an increase in cells with PCNA foci in the met-2
mutant (median approximately sevenfold over wild type)
but not in the set-25 mutant (Fig. 2D), suggesting that
the loss of MET-2 perturbs replication. Indeed, the met-
2mutant is sensitive to HU, like the double mutant (Sup-
plemental Fig. S2; Zeller et al. 2016).

Satellite repeats areMET-2 (SETDB1)-specific, while SET-
25 (SUV39/G9a) targets retrotransposons and genes

Given that all hits in our genome-wide RNAi screen were
synthetic-sterile with themet-2 singlemutant but did not
affect fertility in a set-25-deficient background, we set out
to determine the unique contributions of MET-2 vs. SET-
25 HMTs to histone methylation genome-wide, with the
goal of understanding the defects leading to germline ste-
rility.WeperformedChIP-seq using antibodies specific for
either H3K9me2 or H3K9me3 in the two single HMTmu-
tants (Fig. 3A) in order to determine the specificity and re-
dundancy of the two enzymes. Earlier mass spectrometry
studies of total histones had shown that set-25 ablation
leads to the loss of H3K9me3 only. MET-2 is thus able

A B

C D

Figure 2. MET-2 is essential for organismal fertility
and proper developmental timing. (A) Single mutants
met-2 and set-25 were tested for fertility at 20°C and
25°C (N=3; n =25) and compared with themet-2 set-
25 double mutant. Complete viable progeny of sin-
gled worms were scored after two generations. (∗∗∗)
P <0.0001, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
(B) Developmental timing was analyzed by following
singled worms over 3 d of development at 20°C and
25°C of the indicated genotypes. Each dot represents
a single worm.N=3; n =50. (C,D, top) Representative
images of early embryos from adults of indicated ge-
notypes, expressing either RPA-1::YFP (C ), grown
at 25°C or GFP::PCN-1, grown at 20°C (D). Bars,
5 µm. (Bottom) Quantification shows the number of
foci per nucleus for the indicated genotypes. (C ) N =
3; n =25 embryos. (D)N=2; n =25 embryos. Box plots
showmedian, boxes 50%, andwhiskers 90%,with all
other data points shown. (∗) P =0.031, (∗∗∗) P <0.0001,
(n.s.) P> 0.0, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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to generate H3K9me2 but not me3. Intriguingly, the re-
peat types that were uniquely dependent on MET-2 were
mini- and microsatellite repeats, as only 0.1% of these
simple repeats retained H3K9me in the met-2 mutant,
and almost all (∼90%) were unaffected by loss of SET-25
(Fig. 3B,C). In contrast, the mutation ofmet-2 alone elim-
inated both H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 over large regions of
the genome, in particular on the repeat-rich distal arms of
autosomes (shown for chromosome 3) (Fig. 3A–C; Supple-
mental Fig. S3A,B). The fact that the met-2 mutant loses
H3K9me3 at many sites even though MET-2 cannot cata-
lyze trimethylation argues that MET-2 activity is an es-
sential prerequisite for SET-25 modification at these
sites. In contrast, RNA transposons and the potentially ac-
tive DNA transposons TC1, TC3, and TC4 retained high
levels of H3K9me3 inmet-2 animals, presumably because
SET-25 can mediate me1, me2, and me3 on its own at

these sites (Fig. 3C; Supplemental Fig S3G). This analysis
defines three modes of HMT function: first, primarily at
simple repeats, MET-2 alone can deposit H3K9me2; sec-
ond, at other sites the two work sequentially (MET-2,
then SET-25); and finally, there is a smaller set of SET-
25-specific sites (H3K9me3-bearing loci) (summarized in
Fig. 3D). This last class also contains sites that can be
dimethylated by MET-2, in the absence of SET-25.
We conclude that the twoC. elegansH3K9HMTs do in-

deed have at least partially distinct targets: the set-25mu-
tant compromises H3K9me3 on retrotransposons and
pseudogenes (Zeller et al. 2016), while MET-2 specifically
labels simple or satellite repeats with H3K9me2 (Fig. 3A–

D). At most DNA transposons, the two enzymes can act
interchangeably or in a sequential manner. However,
SET-25 could notmodify nucleosomes on satellite repeats
in the absence of MET-2 (Fig. 3C; Supplemental Fig. S3G).

A

B C D

Figure 3. Three pathways for MET-2 and SET-25 targeting define distinct HMT dependence. (A) H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 ChIP-seq was
performed on early embryos at 20°C in wild-type (wt), set-25, and met-2 strains. The enrichment of one experiment over input along a
typical autosome, chromsome III, is shown (N=2), demonstrating retention of H3K9me2 in the set-25mutant and themore general deple-
tion of bothmarks inmet-2. (B) Genome fraction in percentage bearing either H3K9me2, H3K9me3, or both H3K9me2 andme3marks in
wild-type,met-2 (SET-25 dependent), and set-25 (MET-2 dependent) embryos (H3K9me3: log2 immunoprecipitation-input >2, H3K9me2:
log2 immunoprecipitation-input >1). (C ) Percentage of remainingH3K9me2- orme3-positive loci in the indicatedmutants relative towild
type, sorted by repeat classes: DNA-transposons, RNA-transposons, and satellite repeats. (D) Scheme of three targeting pathways for
H3K9me. ChIP-seq tracks are shown and color-coded in Supplemental Figure S3G.
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These differences argue for different mechanisms of HMT
recruitment and link the synthetic sterility phenotype of
met-2 with the loss of H3K9me2 on satellite repeats.

MET-2, but not SET-25, is essential to block transcription
of simple, satellite repeats

Wenext askedwhether thedifferential loss ofH3K9me3or
H3K9me2 correlates with different patterns of derepres-
sion. RNA-seq was performed on synchronized met-2 or
set-25 embryos and revealed 562 genes for which the tran-
script level increased fourfold upon loss of MET-2 (fold
change [log2] > 2 over wild type, false discover rate [FDR] <
0.01) (Fig. 4A). Of these, 55% were also up-regulated in
met-2 set-25 double mutants (Supplemental Fig. S4B).
The loss of SET-25 derepressed 180 genes (Fig. 4A, same
cutoff), of which 87% were similarly affected in the met-
2 set-25 embryos (Supplemental Fig. S4B). Thus, even
though SET-25-dependent H3K9me3 marks many loci in
embryos,MET-2-dependentH3K9me2often compensates
for the loss of SET-25 to maintain repression. Alternative-
ly, another mechanism such as transcript degradation
might be activated in the absence of SET-25 (Holoch and
Moazed 2015).

Given that most H3K9 methylation is found on repeti-
tive elements, we mapped the total RNA-seq reads
for specific repeat elements, as annotated by Repbase
(http://www.girinst.org). To assign families of repeats to

one or the otherHMT,we collapsed all copies of a given re-
peat into one and analyzed 396 repeat subfamilies. For em-
bryos lacking met-2, we found elevated transcript levels
from 103 repeat subfamilies (fold change > 1.5, FDR<
0.05) (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Fig. S4A), of which 68%
were also up-regulated in met-2 set-25 mutants (Supple-
mental Fig. S4C). In set-25mutant embryos, we scored ex-
pression from only 24 subfamilies (Fig. 4B; Supplemental
Fig. S4A), of which ∼90%were elevated in the double mu-
tant (Supplemental Fig. S4C). Consistent with the ChIP-
seq results, we found that most classes of simple repeats
and satellite sequences required MET-2 for repression
(shown for 37 repeat motifs in Fig. 4C), while only two
werederepressed in set-25worms.RNAandDNAtranspo-
sons showed a weak response to met-2 mutation, while a
distinct subset of transposons was strongly and specifi-
cally up-regulated by set-25 (Fig. 4C).

RT–PCR for individual copies of the aberrantly tran-
scribed repeats confirmed our genome-wide observations:
MET-2 is uniquely essential for the repression of simple or
satellite repeats and for a subset of DNA transposons,
while a significant subset of RNA transposons were sensi-
tive specifically to the loss of SET-25 (Fig. 4D). The fact
that some repeat classes (e.g., RNA transposon CER3-I)
were sensitive to both set-25 and met-2 mutations paral-
lels the ChIP-seq results (Fig. 3D). We can rule out RNAs
that SET-25 silences, alone or togetherwithMET-2, as rel-
evant for the synthetic sterility phenotype.

C

D

A

B

Figure 4. MET-2 specifically represses sat-
ellites, while SET-25 is needed for selected
RNA and DNA transposon repression. (A)
Scatter plot showing gene expression as
log2 fold change over wild type in early em-
bryos of indicated mutants. Two replicas
shown.N=3. (B) Scatter plot showing repeat
subfamily expression as log2 fold change
over wild type as in A. (C ) Heat map show-
ing transcribed repeat subfamilies in met-2
and/or set-25 worms, separated into three
major repeat classes (DNA transposons,
RNA transposons, simple repeats). (# RE)
Copy number of annotated repeats per sub-
family. (D) Quantitative PCR (qPCR) confir-
mation of the most highly expressed single
REs demonstrating differential dependence
on MET-2 or SET-25 in early embryos. N =
3. RNA5 (CELE2) overlaps with the intron
of the gene C48D1.9, and (TAGG)n with
the intron of mib-1; neither gene is dere-
pressed by loss of H3K9me.
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MET-2 and BRCA1 mutants show temperature
sensitivity and additive defects in repeat repression

We next asked whether the derepression of satellite
repeats scored in themet-2mutant was linked to the syn-
thetic sterility scored with the BRCA1 complex. Previous
work had suggested that BRCA1 knockout mouse cells
express or accumulate major and minor satellite repeat
transcripts, while transposable elements like the L1
LINE element remained silent (Zhu et al. 2011). To score
this in a more specific, quantitative manner, we used
quantitative PCR (qPCR) to monitor transcripts from a
panel of specific C. elegans repeats, including the two
abundant satellite families (MSAT1 and CEREP4), two
DNA transposons, and one abundant retrotransposon
(TC4, CEMUDR1, and CER10-I), as well as a single-copy
gene (smg-1). TotalRNAwas isolated frommixed embryos
of either wild type,met-2 or set-25mutants, and from the
met-2 set-25 double mutant, following exposure to RNAi
against the BRCA1 (brc-1), BARD1 (brd-1), KO7F5.14, or
a control construct (Fig. 5A). First, as expected, we found
the simple or satellite repeats specifically up-regulated
upon the loss of MET-2 (brown bars), while the selected

transposons were SET-25-dependent (blue bars). The con-
stitutively expressed gene smg-1was unaffected by either
(gray). RNAi against brc-1, brd-1, and K07F5.14 in the
wild-type background reproducibly showed twofold high-
er expression levels for specific satellite repeats, while
transcripts from transposons or single copy geneswere un-
changed (Fig. 5A). Importantly, the combination of brc-1
complex RNAi with the met-2 single mutant showed a
more than additive accumulation of repeat transcripts
(Fig. 5A).None of theRNAi targets affected SET-25-depen-
dent repeats, and there was no additivity on retrotranspo-
son expression upon ablation of BRCA1 function (Fig.
5A). The fact that the putative cofactor of BRCA-1
(K07F5.14) had similar effects as BRCA1 itself argues
that itmay act togetherwith the BRCA1/BARD1 complex
in worms.
We next examined repeat repression following RNAi

against the other replication fork restart factors that
were positive hits in the synthetic-lethal screen (Fig. 1)
and against factors involved in DSB repair that were not
positive in the screen. The results were striking: RNAi
against the BRCA1 ligand RAD51 (Schlacher et al. 2012)
and theC. elegans checkpoint kinase ATR (ATL inworms

A

B C

Figure 5. Loss of BRC-1 derepresses satellite repeats, but not RNA transposons, in a strongly additive manner with loss of MET-2. (A) A
qPCR analysis of the expression of MET-2-dependent satellite repeats (tan to brown), SET-25-dependent transposons (blue), and the
H3K9me-independent smg-5 gene (gray) at the young adult stage of indicated genetic background (wild type, set-25, met-2, and met-2
set-25). L1 larvae were treated with RNAi against brca-1 and partners brd-1 and K07F5.14. Expression is normalized to wild type grown
on empty vector-expressing bacteria. Mean and SEM.N= 3. (B) H2Aub ChIP-qPCR and (C ) H3K9me2 ChIP-qPCR in early embryos of in-
dicated genotypes on the sequences analyzed in B. Mean and SEM. N=3. Note that brc-1 (tm1145) carries a second mutation that fully
eliminates BRD-1 expression [brd-1 (dw11)] (Janisiw et al. 2018).
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[Tibbetts et al. 2000]) also resulted in increased levels of
satellite transcripts in otherwise wild-type embryos and
showed additive effects with met-2 mutation, but not
with set-25 (Supplemental Fig. S5). Again, the ablation
of replication stress factors did not affect transcript levels
of retrotransposons. The knockdown of the NHEJ path-
way (cku-80 and lig4), of the 9-1-1 complex (hus-1 and
hpr-9) or of BRCA2 (brc-2) did not affect repeat element
transcript levels, nor did they show synergy or additivity
with met-2 or set-25 mutants (Supplemental Fig. S5).
These results parallel precisely the pattern of synthetic le-
thality scored in the met-2 mutant: factors implicated in
replication fork restart, rather than DSB survival, were re-
quired both for satellite repression and germline integrity.

Cross-talk between H3K9me2 and H2Aub on satellite
repeats

BRCA1/BARD1was shown to function as a heterodimeric
E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets H2AK127/K129 in vitro
(Hashizume et al. 2001; Kalb et al. 2014). This monoubi-
quitination accumulates upon DNA damage in a BRC-1/
BRD-1-dependent manner (Tibbetts et al. 2000; Pola-
nowska et al. 2006). To see if satellite sequences accu-
mulate H2Aub-K127/K129 (hereafter H2Aub), indicating
that the BRCA1 complex might associate with sites of
H3K9me2-mediated repression in wild-type worms, we
performed ChIP experiments. We confirmed that the
mark was specific for the BRCA1 complex by performing
ChIP in both the brc-1(ok1261) and brc-1(tm1145) brd-1
(dw1) double mutant (Janisiw et al. 2018), followed by
qPCR for a range of repeat elements. It is important to
note that the repeat classes that were derepressed in the
met-2 mutant were significantly enriched for H2Aub
(Fig. 5B),while itwasnot detected on the SET-25-regulated
transposable elements nor at two single copy genes (smg-5
and lmn-1) (Fig. 5B). TheH2Aub signalwas lost in both the
single brc-1 and the double brc-1 brd-1 mutants (Fig. 5B),
and we also observed a reduction of H2Aub (30%–50%)
in themet-2 set-25 doublemutant, specifically on satellite
repeats and not on retrotransposons (Fig. 5B). The fact that
even derepressed transposons, like CER10I, did not accu-
mulate the H2Aub signal in themet-2 set-25mutant sug-
gests a degreeof specificity for simple repeats or else for the
MET-2HMTitself. Thepresence ofH2Aubonderepressed
satellite repeats in wild-type cells, and the contribution of
BRCA1 to repeat repression, argues for a feedback mecha-
nism between damage and H3K9 methylation (Nikolov
and Taddei 2016). Indeed, wemonitored by ChIP a similar
reduction in H3K9me2 (∼1.5-fold) selectively at satellite
repeats in the brc-1 or brc-1 brd-1 mutants (Fig. 5C). The
drop in H3K9me in the absence of BRCA1 suggests that
damage/repair may foster MET-2 recruitment, yet the
drop in H2Aub in the absence of MET-2 is counterintui-
tive, given that repeat transcription is elevated in the
met-2 mutant. We interpret this as indicative of a poten-
tially direct cross-regulation; for example, bymethylation
of BRCA1 by MET-2. In any case, the partial interdepen-
denceof BRCA1andMET-2may contribute to the similar-
ity of the single mutant defects with respect to satellite

derepression and to the synergistic impact that they have
on germline integrity.

Loss of either BRC-1 or MET-2 leads to RNA:DNA hybrid
accumulation on simple repeats

Wepreviously correlated the accumulation of genomic in-
stability (indels) and damage-dependent germline apopto-
sis with the accumulation of RNA:DNA hybrids in met-
2 set-25 worms (Zeller et al. 2016). To extend this to the
met-2 single mutant, we performed immunostaining
with the S9.6 antibody in strains lacking met-2, set-25,
or the double mutant (Boguslawski et al. 1986). As previ-
ously reported (Zeller et al. 2016), wild-type embryos
showed very little nuclear RNA:DNA hybrid staining
(6%), while the met-2 set-25 double mutant had a strong
signal in 50% of the nuclei (Fig. 6A). The met-2 mutant
showed a similar accumulation of nuclear RNA:DNA hy-
brids (50%), with a signal intensity comparable to that of
the met-2 set-25 double mutant. The S9.6 staining was
weaker in set-25 embryos and 24% of the nuclei were
positive (Fig. 6A). We confirmed that the RNA:DNA
hybrid signal is on derepressed satellite repeats in the
met-2 mutant by precipitating RNA:DNA hybrids with
S9.6 antibody and performing qPCR (DNA:RNA immuno-
precipitation [DRIP]-qPCR) (Supplemental Fig. S6A). In-
terestingly, repeats that are not derepressed and single
copy genes do not accumulate R loops.

Considering the synthetic lethality of brc-1 and met-2
and evidence showing that mammalian brca1 mutant
cells accumulate R loops both at highly transcribed verte-
brate genes (Hatchi et al. 2015) and on aberrantly tran-
scribed SAT1 repeats (Zhu et al. 2018), we monitored
RNA:DNA hybrid accumulation in C. elegans brc-1/brd-
1mutants. Quantitation of immunostaining with S9.6 an-
tibody of wild-type andmutant embryos showed a general
increase in RNA:DNA hybrid positive nuclei in the brc-1
and brc-1 brd-1 mutants (Fig. 6B). DRIP-qPCR again
mapped the RNA:DNA hybrids to up-regulated satellite
repeats (Fig 6C), as in the met-2 mutant (Supplemental
Fig. S6A). Indeed, at themet-2-sensitive, derepressed satel-
lite repeats, such asMSAT-1,brc-1/brd-1mutants showed
a 10-fold higher signal for RNA:DNAhybrids thanwas de-
tected in wild-type embryos (Fig. 6C). All positive signals
were sensitive to treatment with RNase H, confirming
the specificityof theS9.6 antibody (Fig. 6C).Given the syn-
thetic sterility and the additive effect between met-2 and
brc-1 on satellite derepression, we checked whether
knockdown of brc-1 in themet-2mutant further increases
the accumulation of RNA:DNA hybrids. This is the case
(Supplemental Fig. S6B).

Because RNA:DNA hybrids have been shown to per-
turb progression of the replication fork (Gan et al. 2011),
we also quantified the number of PCNA foci in wild-
type and met-2 mutant embryos that were treated with
brc-1 or control RNAi. As hypothesized, we observed an
additional increase in the number of cells with PCNA
foci in the met-2 brc-1 RNAi, compared to the deletion
of met-2 or the depletion of brc-1 alone (Supplemental
Fig. S6C).
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Induction of satellite repeat expression by CRISPRa
is sufficient to abrogate fertility

Our results link satellite repeat transcription and DNA
damage-induced germline apoptosis in a met-2 back-
ground. To prove that this link occurs in wild-type ani-
mals, we performed a gain-of-function experiment in
which we induced the transcription of a single, abundant
satellite repeat in otherwise wild-type C. elegans worms
and monitored both brood size and germline apoptosis
(Fig. 7A). We targeted the endogenous C. elegans satellite
MSAT1 repeat (a 226-bp satellite repeat at ∼207 dispersed
loci), using the CRISPRa system, whereby an enzymati-

cally dead Cas9 (dCas9) fused to 10 repeats of the VP16 ac-
tivator (VP160) motif is directed to an endogenous site by
a guide RNA (gRNA) (Konermann et al. 2015; Long et al.
2015). As a control, we used a gRNA for an integrated
gfp::h2b fusion. By qPCR, we detected a threefold increase
in steady-state transcripts containingMSAT1,while there
was no increase in two control genes that lack homology
to MSAT1 upon introduction of the msat1 gRNA (msat1
vs. smg-1, unc-119) (Fig. 7B). Strikingly, CRISPR–cas9–
VP160-induced MSAT1 transcription correlated with a
significant reduction in fertility in the ensuing generation
(Fig. 7C), while targeting GFP-H2B had no effect. We
also scored a significant increase in an apoptotic marker,

B

A

C

Figure 6. Loss of MET-2 and BRC-1 com-
plex components provokes RNA:DNA hy-
brid accumulation on satellite repeats. (A)
Representative imagestakenunder identical
conditions of early embryos of indicated ge-
notypes grown at 20°C, stained for RNA:
DNA hybrids (antibody S9.6, HB-8730,
American Type Culture Collection). En-
largements at right of each quarter shows
the RNA:DNAhybrid signal alone (top pan-
el) and overlay with DAPI (bottom panel).
Bar, 5 µm. At right, the percentage of cells
with RNA:DNA nuclear staining per
embryo is plotted for indicated genotypes.
N =3; n =20 embryos. Box plots are as in Fig-
ure 2. (∗∗∗) P <0.0001, two-sided Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. (B) RNA:DNA hybrid im-
munofluorescence using the S9.6 antibody
in wild-type, brc-1, and brc-1 brd-1 mutant
embryos, as in A. Similar quantitation for
RNA:DNA hybrids is at the right. N =3; n=
20. (C ) RNA:DNA hybrid accumulation on
indicated sequences scored by DRIP-qPCR
with antibody S9.6. Mutants are as in A
and B. qPCR monitors satellite repeats ex-
pressed in the brc-1 mutant as well as unaf-
fected transposable elements (CEMUDR1,
TC4, and CER10-I) and a single-copy gene
(smg-5). RNase H-treated samples quanti-
fy unspecific DRIP signal. Mean and SEM;
N =2.
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CED-1:GFP (Zhou et al. 2001) in cells with CRISPR-in-
duced MSAT1 (Fig. 7D), although the extent of apoptosis
and the sterility were both less than that scored in the
met-2 set-25 double mutant (Zeller et al. 2016).

Inmet-2 set-25mutants, sterility at25°Ccorrelateswith
p53-dependent apoptosis and increased genomic instabili-
ty ingermlinecells (Zelleret al. 2016).While sterility isnot
suppressed in a p53 mutant (cep-1), the apoptotic signal
arising from met-2 set-25 is lost, confirming that the loss
of H3K9me leads to DNA damage in the germline (Zeller
et al. 2016). This is also the case upon MSAT1 induction
in the cep-1 mutant (Fig. 7D), although, in addition, we
show here that p53 loss (cep-1 mutation) alone does not
lead to germline lethality. Indeed, germline lethality is en-
tirely MSAT1 expression-dependent (Fig. 7C), while the
germline CED-1 fluorescence signal triggered by MSAT1
expression is entirely p53-dependent (Fig. 7D). This
strongly argues that MSAT1-induced expression is the
likely cause of brood size reduction in these worms.

Discussion

We present here three important conclusions. First, the
loss of the BRCA1/BARD1 complex, along with other fac-

tors that regulate replication fork restart, such as Rad51
and ATR kinase, show a selective synthetic lethality
with the loss of MET-2 (SETDB1), the H3K9me2 transfer-
ase in C. elegans, and not with SET-25 (G9a/SUV39). Sec-
ond, we show that MET-2 is uniquely responsible for the
silencing of satellite repeats, while SET-25 specifically re-
presses pseudogenes and retrotransposons (Fig. 4; Zeller
et al. 2016). Third, we are able to link repeat expression
directly to a loss of germline integrity by inducing expres-
sion of the MET-2-repressed MSAT1 repeat in a wild-type
background. Interestingly, we found that the BRCA1 com-
plex is partially redundant with MET-2 in preventing the
accumulation of satellite repeat transcripts, RNA:DNA
hybrids, and replication defects.

Several recent studies have implicated BRCA-1 in the
regulation of repeat stability. Deletion of brca-1 in mice
results in the derepression of satellite sequences (Zhu
et al. 2011), and human brca1-deficient tumors often ac-
cumulate satellite transcripts, as do a broad spectrum of
epithelial tumors (Ting et al. 2011). In other studies,
BRCA-1 was reported to be essential to prevent the
spreading of Long Interspersed Element-1 (LINE-1) ele-
ments (Liu et al. 2018) and to block chromosomal struc-
tural variants arising at Alu elements (Mendez-Dorantes
et al. 2018). Our synthetic sterility screen illustrates the

D
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A Figure 7. Aberrant expression of a satellite repeat
can cause loss of fertility. (A) Scheme showing the tar-
geting of catalytically dead Cas9 (dCas9) to msat1 or
gfp genes, and activation by 10 copies of the VP16
transactivating domain. (B) qPCR showing the selec-
tive induction of the MSAT1 satellite transcripts tar-
geted by dCas9::VP160 as fold change over worms
lacking the dCas9::VP160 fusion protein in L3–L4 lar-
vae of wild-type and cep-1 mutant backgrounds
(mean and SD.; N=2). Expression of smg-5 and unc-
119 genes serve as negative controls. (C ) The total
number of viable progeny of MSAT1 overexpressing
wild-type and cep-1 mutant strains at 20°C. N=3; n
=25. Strains lacking the dCas9::VP160 construct
and a strain expressing dCas9::VP160 targeted to a
GFP reporter transgene are negative controls. Box
plots are as in Figure 1 with two-sided Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (∗∗∗) P <0.0001; (n.s.) P >0.05. (D)
Representative image of a gonad showing apoptotic
cells (arrows) expressing the CED-1::GFP (plasma
membrane apoptotic marker) in the MSAT1 overex-
pression strain. Bar, 5 µm. Plotted is the quantitation
of apoptosis (number of cells fully engulfed by CED-
1::GFP per gonad arm) in wild type and cep-1mutant
(lacking p53 homolog) as a function of MSAT1 over-
expression. N =3; n=60. (∗∗∗) P <0.0001; (n.s.) P>
0.05, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test. (E) Sche-
matic description of how MET-2-mediated
H3K9me2 and BRC-1-mediated H2Aub work togeth-
er to prevent RNA:DNAhybrid accumulation and as-
sociated phenotypes.
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debilitating effects of the combined loss of BRC-1 and
MET-2-mediated H3K9me2. We show that H3K9me2 is
highly enriched on satellite repeats, where it blocks tran-
scription and prevents RNA:DNA hybrid formation on
these elements. Themore than additive appearance of sat-
ellite transcripts and R loops inmet-2 and brc-1mutants,
but not in the set-25mutant, argues that the expression of
simple repeats, and not transposons, renders cells highly
dependent on the BRCA1/BARD1 complex. Since differ-
ent HMTs target the classes of repeats independently,
this has important implications for the treatment of tu-
mors with H3K9-HMT inhibitors (Rowbotham et al.
2018). Two recent studies have highlighted the fact that
inhibitors of G9a, one of the HMTs responsible for
H3K9me2 levels in mammalian cells, leads to genome in-
stability and the delayed appearance of highly aggressive
forms of skin and lung tumors (Avgustinova et al. 2018;
Rowbotham et al. 2018).
Mutations that compromise the BRCA1/BARD1 com-

plex, a multifunctional E3 ubiquitin ligase implicated in
the repair of DSB, represent the highest risk factor for he-
reditary forms of breast and ovarian cancer (King et al.
2003). While this complex is best known to promote ho-
mologous recombination at DSB, BRCA1 is also implicat-
ed in interstrand cross-link repair and in replication fork
stability, given that the complex associates both with
stalled DNA and RNA polymerases (Schlacher et al.
2012; Urban et al. 2016; Stewart et al. 2018). Moreover,
BRCA1was shown to recruit the RNA/DNAhelicase sen-
ataxin to sites of paused RNA polymerase II, to ensure
mRNA termination and prevent ensuing damage (Hatchi
et al. 2015). A recent study shows thatmammalian BRCA-
1 can bind RNA:DNA hybrids directly (D’Alessandro
et al. 2018). BRCA1may load Rad51 on the ssDNA gener-
ated by RNA:DNA hybridization (Schlacher et al. 2012;
Santos-Pereira and Aguilera 2015). The fact that the loss
of BRCA1 in worms accentuates defects arising from
met-2 mutation suggests that excess satellite transcrip-
tion overloads the pathways that normally deal with R
loops.We do not see the same synergismwith the ablation
of the C. elegans homolog of BRCA-2, nor of other factors
implicated in DSB repair by NHEJ. While this does not ex-
clude that other types of DNA damage impact germline
instability, in the background of promiscuous satellite re-
peat expression, the loss of factors that ensure fork recov-
ery is particularly deleterious.
In C. elegans, we found that BRCA-1/BARD-1-depen-

dent H2Aub is enriched over satellite repeat sequences.
In mouse neuronal cells, the enrichment of both BRCA1
and H2Aub on satellite DNA has also been reported
(Zhu et al. 2011). Upon brc-1 ablation, we monitored a
drop in H3K9me2 on these elements and lost the H2Aub
signal, coincident with enhanced satellite expression.
There are two interpretations of this: Either H2Aub con-
tributes to repression, or BRCA-1/BARD-1 help recruit
MET-2 to modify and repress these sequences. Since the
mechanism of recruitingMET-2/SETDB1 to repeats is un-
known, we do not rule out either of these mechanisms.
Intriguingly, the loss of RAD51, which coats ssDNA,

and ATR kinase, which signals a checkpoint activation

in response to ssDNA, parallels the effects of brc-1 or
brd-1 knockout, triggering satellite expression and syner-
gistic germline lethality in the met-2. A recent study of
BRCA1 in C. elegans meiosis suggests that BRCA1 not
only helps recruit RAD51 to meiotic DSBs but also helps
load RAD51 (Janisiw et al. 2018). This role may be taken
over by BRCA2 in mammalian cells (Prakash et al. 2015).
Other studies have implicated C. elegans BRC-1 in inter-
sister recombination mediated repair in germline cells
(Adamo et al. 2008). In any case, based on our synthetic-le-
thal screen, we identified RAD51 and ATR as well as
BRCA1 and BARD1 as becoming essential for the mainte-
nance of germline integrity in the absence of H3K9me2.
One hypothesis for synthetic sterility with loss ofmet-2

is thatR loops formonderepressed satellite repeats inmet-
2 and recruit BRCA1. Loss of the BRCA1-mediated repair
pathway would then lead to excessive strand breakage
and damage-induced apoptosis. This damage is itself suffi-
cient to reduce fertility, at least in the case ofMSAT1over-
expression (Fig. 7). Simple repeat RNAsmay bemore toxic
than other promiscuous transcripts, because they lack sig-
nals for processing and export.Moreover, repeat sequences
may bemore inclined to form fork-destabilizing fold-back
structures. In this respect, it is important to underscore
that the other pathways that generate germline lethality
in the met-2 background are factors that regulate the pro-
cessing, degradation, and export of RNA Pol II transcripts
(Fig. 1). We do not know whether all synthetic-lethal hits
generateR loopson repeat sequences; it is possible that im-
paired export and processing of RNA generates damage at
unique sequence sites. The induction of DNA damage is
not unique to germline cells, as we also score an increase
in RPA-1 repair foci in somatic cells ofC. elegans embryos
lacking MET-2 (Fig. 2C). However, as C. elegans does not
support apoptosis in differentiated somatic tissues, germ-
line apoptosis is the most obvious DNA-damage induced
phenotype.
Important for understanding the roles of BRCA1/

BARD1 and ofMET-2-dependentmethylation is their par-
allel behavior with respect to sites affected, synergism,
RPA-1 focus formation, and R-loop accumulation (this pa-
perandZeller et al. 2016).Thecross-talkbetween thepath-
ways of H3K9me and H2Aub may be conserved in other
species (Zhu et al. 2011). Whether MET-2 and the
BRCA1 complex interact directly is unknown, although
BRCA1 is reported to be methylated at both arginine and
lysine residues in breast cancer cell lines (Guendel et al.
2010). Moreover, H3K9 methylation is enhanced at DSBs
in some contexts (Ayrapetov et al. 2014; Khurana et al.
2014; Clouaire et al. 2018). ExactlywhyH2Aub is retained
on satellite repeats in wild-type embryos is unknown, but
it might provide amechanism for propagation of H3K9me
at sites that are prone to damage and promiscuous tran-
scription. This potential mechanism is illustrated in a
model in Figure 7E.
Our work and that of others (Avgustinova et al. 2018;

Rowbotham et al. 2018) warn that the treatment of can-
cers with inhibitors of H3K9-HMTs may augment geno-
mic instability and thus, in the long run, favor more
severe forms of cancer. On the other hand, for tumors
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that are deficient for BRCA1, treatment with G9a or other
H3K9-HMT inhibitors may enhance cell death, like the
synthetic lethality we score in worms. Given that the in-
tegrity of heterochromatin is known to deteriorate with
age (Tsurumi and Li 2012; Sidler et al. 2017), R-loop-in-
duced damage on satellite repeats may be a source of
age-related DNA damage and cancer proneness. We
show here that MET-2-mediated H3K9me2 and SET-25-
mediated H3K9me3 modifications have distinct patterns
across the genome and distinct effects on repeat expres-
sion, which is likely to be true in mammalian cells as
well. We can now attribute the genomic instability and
germline lethality that had been previously reported for
the met-2 set-25 double mutant (Garrigues et al. 2015;
Zeller et al. 2016;McMurchy et al. 2017) to satellite repeat
repression by MET-2. We propose that a systematic study
of satellite repeat derepression and instability should be
carried out before any H3K9me-HMT inhibitor is used
therapeutically on patients.

Materials and methods

Experimental model and subject details

Caenorhabditis elegans strains were obtained from the Caeno-
rhabditis Genome Center or were generated during this study
(full description in Supplemental Table S3). Worms were grown
on OP50 at 20°C unless stated otherwise.

CRISPR gene activation by dCas9-VP160

For the overexpression of endogenous targets, an activator protein
composed of a catalytically inactive Cas9 protein (dCas9) fused to
10 tandem VP16 units (Long et al. 2015) was expressed from the
ubiquitous promoter eft-3 (plasmid pIK312). In addition, we ex-
pressed an MS2-VP64 fusion protein, synthesized as a gBlock
DNA fragment (Integrated DNA Technologies) from the ubiqui-
tous promoter eft-3 (plasmid pIK303) as an attempt to potentiate
activation efficiency (Konermann et al. 2015).
Extrachromosomal arrays were created containing 100 ng/µL

pIK312 Peft-3::Cas9-VP160, 100 ng/µL pIK303 Peft-3::MS2-
VP64, and 20 ng/µL Prab-3::mCherry coinjection marker. The in-
jectionmix targetingMINISAT1 contained two gRNAs, at 20 ng/
µL each (MSAT1: [g]cggcaatttcggcaattgc) cloned into the pIK292
backbone. The injection mix targeting the minimal promoter in
the control strain contained six gRNAs, at 20 ng/µL each [(G)
TGCAAATTACGAGCGTTGT, (G)AAATTACGAGCGTTGTA
GG, GTTGTAGGGGGCGGAGCGAT, GCGATAGGTCCTAT
AGGTTT, ATCATCATTCATTCATTCAT, and (G)TCCTCT
TTCTGAGCTTCTC], cloned into the pIK292 backbone. Trans-
genic strains were established in an N2 background.

Immunofluorescence (IF), antibodies, and live microscopy

RNA:DNAhybrid IF was carried out as previously described (Zel-
ler et al. 2016). Stainingwas performed in 4XSSC-T (0.1%Tween-
20) and 3% BSA. Primary antibody (S9.6, HB-8730, American
Type Culture Collection, gift of P. Pasero, Montpellier) was
used at a dilution of 1:200 in 4XSSC-T and 3% BSA overnight
at 4°C. Anti-panacetyl-H4 was included as a positive staining
control (06-866, Merck Millipore, 1:500). For live cell imaging,
larvaeweremounted on slides coatedwith 2%agarose.Microsco-
py was carried out on a spinning disc confocal microscope (Yoko-

gawa X1 and a YokogawaW1 scan-head mounted on an Olympus
and a Zeiss microscope, respectively, Visitron). Stacks of images
were analyzed using ImageJ.
For RPA-1 and PCN-1, nuclear foci were quantified using the

KNIME Analytics Platform (Dietz and Berthold 2016). In sum-
mary, nuclei were detected using a seeded watershed segmenta-
tion, and foci detected using a Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG)
detector from TrackMate (Tinevez et al. 2017) (fmi-ij2-plugins-
0.2.5 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1173536). Foci outside of a
nucleus were ignored in the analysis.

Developmental timing and progeny size

Animals were adapted for two generations to the indicated tem-
peratures, and the F3 generations were used for the experiment.
For developmental timing experiments, single worms were
scored by eye at 24-h intervals over 3 d of somatic development
starting with stage 1 larvae (L1) synchronized by starvation. For
progeny experiments, worms were singled as stage 4 larvae (L4).
Adults were transferred to fresh plates to keep generations sepa-
rated, and the total number of viable F1 progeny was determined.

RNAi screen

For the primary screen, worms were grown in liquid culture
(NGM containing NaCl, peptone, CaCl2, MgSO4, KH2PO4 cho-
lesterol, carb, IPTG) with RNAi-expressing bacteria of the
Ahringer library in 384-well plates from Greiner (781 097) allow-
ing for direct automated microscopy. After incubation of 4 d at
20°C in a humid chamber, wormswere anesthetized by adding le-
vamisole and imaged on a GE inCell automated microscope. The
initial screen was for a reduction of between twofold to 10-fold
fewer larvae in three out of four wells, after 4 d at 20°C. Rescreen-
ing was performed in 96-well format adjusting volumes appropri-
ately using sequenced pure RNAi clones from both the Ahringer
and Vidal RNAi library. Hits were quantified manually.

ChIP, DRIP, and RNA expression (RNA-seq and qPCR)

ChIP and DRIP-qPCR were performed as previously described
(Zeller et al. 2016).
Libraries were prepared from chromatin IP and genomic DNA

samples as described previously (Zeller et al. 2016). Read density
along the genome was calculated by tiling the genome into
200-bp windows (nonoverlapping) and counting the number
of sequence fragments within each window, using the qCount
function of the QuasR package. To count reads on repeat subfam-
ilies, we allowed themapping of reads thatmapped tomultiple re-
peat copies. The sum of all reads counted to all copies of a repeat
was termed repeat subfamily. To compensate for differences in
the read depths, libraries were normalized to the total number of
reads per library. ChIP-seq signals are displayed as average enrich-
ment of IP—input (log2). For RNAseq, total RNAwas isolated and
expression levels determined as previously described (Zeller et al.
2016).

Quantification and statistical analysis

All the data were obtained from three biologically independent
replicates. A two-sidedWilcoxon signed-rank test was used to an-
alyze brood size, expression analysis by qPCR and ChIP qPCR,
and quantification of microscopy data. All other data were ana-
lyzed using a Student’s t-test, and P-values of <0.05 were consid-
ered significant.
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P-values for differential expression analysis between different
genotypes were calculated using edgeR, and P-valueswere adjust-
ed for multiple testing according to the family-wise error rate
(FWER) of Benjamini and Hochberg.

Accession codes

All data sets from this study have been uploaded to the Gene Ex-
pression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number GSE100726.
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